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PROGRAM OVERVIEW
The Guest Experience Program is designed to provide Franchisees and their employees with
insight necessary to provide a great guest experience. The program assists with this by listening
to the guest’s feedback about their experience with your restaurant, regardless of how they
decide to communicate. The program is listening to the guests, through every channel that
guests use in today’s environment.

The Guest Experience Program takes the feedback provided by your guests and analyzes it in
one easy to use reporting platform that is designed to provide you with insight into your daily
operations. The feedback channels included in this program are:

The following guide is designed to walk you through the entire program, from generating users
to accessing and understanding the reporting on your mobile device. We hope that you use the
information in this program to gain a better understanding of the guest’s impression of the
experience at your restaurant.
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SYSTEM ACCESS
CREATING USERS AND ROLES
Franchisees have the ability to grant access and administer users for the restaurants that they
own. Users are administered through the User Maintenance Tool found on Franchisee Portal.
There, a franchisee can allocate access to an email address they designate on file. The
Username and password for the Medallia reporting platform will be the same as other
Dunkin’ Brands supported systems. There are three roles that are available for franchisees to
select and one Dunkin Brands Inc. corporate role.

 Full Access User – This is a franchisee level User that has access
to the complete suite of reports available to DBI in Medallia for
their network

Multi-Restaurant User – This level of user has access to

reporting set up for multiple PCs. This includes ranking metrics

for PCs, overall feedback, and cross channel reports

 Single Restaurant User – This user has access to one PC, and
could be assigned to a Restaurant Manager role. This user has
access to a single restaurant and a smaller subset of reporting,
including the Dashboard and Feedback.

 Corporate Users – All DBI users will have access to the system
with the use of their Dunkin’ Brands network credentials.

ACCESSING MEDALLIA DESKTOP & MOBILE
To access the Medallia reporting from your PC, use your preferred web browser to navigate to
http://dunkinbrands.medallia.com/sso/dunkin. From there, you will:

 Select the appropriate option to log into your Medallia account.

- If you are a Franchisee, or employee of a
franchisee, select the option for the
Franchisee or Restaurant Team.

- Your User credentials will be the email
address and password that you use
with your franchisee organization to
access other DBI platforms (such as
Franchisee Portal or LSM now.)

- If you are a Dunkin Brands, Inc. Employee,
select the Corporate Users option to start the
single sign-on process.

Primary Use:
Franchisees

Leadership Teams

Primary Use:
Multi-Unit Leaders

Primary Use:
Restaurant Managers
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ACCESSING MEDALLIA MOBILE 3
Begin by downloading the Medallia app by searching for
“Medallia Mobile 3” on your devices App Store.

 Enter “Dunkin” as your company name on the first
screen

 Log in using your Medallia Credentials

 If you are a Franchisee, or employee of a

franchisee, your user credentials will be

the email address and password that you

use with your franchisee organization to

access other DBI platforms (such as

Franchisee Portal or LSM now.)

- If you a Dunkin Brands, Inc.
Employee, use your DBI credentials
to log into the system. You will also
have to use RSA for two-factor
authentication.
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REPORTING OVERVIEW
The Guest Experience Program has many different reports to provide you with analysis on the
performance of your restaurants.

AVAILABLE REPORTS
Below is a high-level overview of the report pages available on the platform. Please note: not
all pages are available for all reporting roles within Medallia.

 Dashboard - Key Metrics from all Feedback Channels on one page. Drill down to other core

reports.

 Problem Resolution - Additional data from guests who experienced a problem during their

visit. Provides Root Cause details for action. (Full Access and Multi-Restaurant Users Only)

 Feedback - Full list of surveys and Comments. Deep dive to an individual piece of feedback

 Ranker - Score rankings across shop attribute groups

 Data Analytics - Aggregated results for scale-based questions by category. Benchmarking of

category-level scores across shop attributes and time periods

 Health Check - High-level view of survey volume and user engagement with the Program

Switching Tabs
Wherever you are on the Platform, you can navigate to another tab at the top of the screen. The below

page list appears horizontally across the top – simply click on the report that you wish to view.
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BASIC NAVIGATION
There are some common icons on the top right of the portal that are universal to every page in
the Medallia platform. You can use these icons to Print, Export, or Bookmark content
throughout the platform for easier access later.

Common Icons

 Print/Export

- You can click this icon to print or export

the information on a given page.

- To use this feature, users must first run

the report they would like to print or

export. After selecting the icon, users

will be shown a menu. Clicking print will

navigate to the print screen, PDF and

Export will download to the computer.

- Complete export functionality (of

individual feedback results) is available

on the Feedback page. Exported data is

associated with the Filters selected

(more info on filters later in the guide).

 Bookmarks

- You can click the bookmark icon on a

page to save the view with specific

filters or to load, rename, or delete

previously saved bookmarks.

- Once you click the Bookmarks icon and select “Bookmark this Page” you can
enter a name for the report in the highlighted area and click “Save.” This will
be added to the bookmarks list.

Sorting

Data on the Medallia system is sortable through one
easy arrow icon on the interface. Once users have
filtered data, they can sort it by clicking this icon.

Use this icon to Print & Export the
report you just ran to PDF.

Use this icon to save your filters on a
page to make referencing the report

easier in the future!
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FILTERS AND BENCHMARKS
The reporting platform is designed with filters which allow you to easily slice and dice data. By
choosing the attributes that you are interested in, you can cut the data and view scores for
different restaurants, survey results, timeframes, products purchased and more! The filters are
found at the top of each report or tab.

Benchmarks allow you to add a level of comparison to many reports throughout the platform.
Using Benchmarks allow you to compare your experience scores to other levels of the
organization with ease.

Filters

 The Time Period Filter allow you to select from

a variety of predefined options or a custom

range. To enter specific dates, click on the +

icon and enter the range in the pop-up window.

 Filters are dynamic. This means that values

which are not within the selected filters will not show. If you do not see options

under your dropdown, try adjusting your filters to be less restrictive.

 Multiple filters can be selected at the same time. When selecting across filters the
system uses an AND operator. When selecting within a specified filter, the system
uses an OR operator.

 Filters will remain in place across tabs, meaning that switching from tab to tab
retains your filter settings.

Filter Side Benchmarks Side

Remember to run
your report after you

change the filters!

Use this button to
Hide or Show the

filters
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Benchmarks

 By setting a benchmark, you can compare your filtered guest experience scores
against another level in the franchised system.

- A Franchisee can compare their guest experience scores against the
aggregation of their DBI Operations Director portfolio, Regional Vice
President portfolio or DMA.

- A Restaurant Manager can compare their guest experience Score against
their franchise Network’s overall performance

 Benchmark totals are located directly underneath the filtered selections guest
experience scores.
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DASHBOARD
The Dashboard is the first page that you see when you successfully log into the reporting
platform. This page is designed to be an easy to read, one-stop shop for your restaurants’ guest
experience program performance. There are two tabs on the Dashboard page.

OVERVIEW
The Dashboard starts with the highest level, most important metrics first and then get more
detailed as you dive further down the report, starting with Key Metrics.

Key Metrics

 The Dashboard should be thought of as a

user’s ‘morning cup of coffee.’ From there,

users can dig into data trends (Data Analytics)

or more granular responses (Feedback).

 Dashboard modules respond to the filters at

the top of the page. For example, users can

view trends for different time periods or

segments once they click on “Show Filters.”

Ongoing Feedback

 As guests provide you feedback about your

restaurants, the “What are my Customers

Saying” section provides you the Overall

Satisfaction Score as well as any comments

provided in real time. This report module

monitors your Survey results.

999999 - 130 Royall St
Canton, MA
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PRODUCT AND ORDER CATEGORIES
The Product and Order Categories page will show you your OSAT score based on the products that

survey respondents purchased and where they placed their order. The date range is dynamic based on

your filters, and will show you a daily, weekly, or monthly comparison based on how wide a date range

you have selected.

OSAT by Product Categories
This table shows your OSAT scores based on the products ordered during the guest’s transaction, and is

viewable by product groupings and other measures. You can select your rows and columns at the top, as

well as the score and question to measure by.

OSAT by Order Type
This table shows your OSAT scores by where the order was placed (I.E. Drive Thru, In Store, or On-The-

Go), across the filtered time period. You can toggle this data between a table, line, and column view.
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PROBLEM RESOLUTION
The Problem Resolution report shows details from those surveys where the guest indicated that they

experienced a problem during their visit. The first meter shows what percentage of respondents

reported a problem, with more detailed tables below.

Problem Distribution
This table shows how many guests experienced problems vs. how many did not, and also shows totals

on how many reported the issue to the restaurant directly and how many asked to be contacted. All of

these totals are also compared to filtered benchmarks.

Type of Problem Experienced
This graph shows OSAT based on

which specific issues guests

reference when they report a

problem. Issues with no bar

indicate that nobody has reported

that problem in the filtered date

range.

Experienced a Problem
The Experienced a Problem graph

allows you to see occurrence rates over time. Users can toggle between survey count and OSAT score

for those surveys, and to segment the data by type of problem.

Problem Addressed
Like the Experienced a Problem graph, Problem Addressed allows you to see the in-the-moment

problem resolution tactics reported by the guest.

Products Ordered
The final chart, What Products Were Ordered When Customer Experienced A Problem, shows a

breakdown of products that the guest says they ordered when they had their problem in the restaurant.

You can toggle this data between a column, table, and line view.
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FEEDBACK
The Feedback tab provides a view of individual survey responses, allowing users to see all

incoming survey responses in real-time. Users can view all surveys in an inbox view, as well as

dig into individual surveys.

LIST
The list tab shows all responses in the format of an email inbox.

 The Word Usage cloud displays common terms from survey responses. The size
indicates the relative frequency and the coloring indicates whether the average score
for surveys with that word is above or below average. The cloud changes based on the
filters selected.

 The rows represent individual survey responses. Each column contains data associated
with the response. The “Alert” column designates a survey respondent who provided
feedback and requested contact from the DBI Guest Support Center.

DETAIL
The Detail view shows the specific contents of each individual survey response, starting with
the most recent.
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DATA ANALYTICS
There are five tabs on the Data Analytics page that allow many ways to display and filter your
feedback data.

SCORES
The Scores tab shows Key Metric performance over time at the top.

The Satisfaction Table allows you to view aggregate guest experience scores for all scale

questions (1-5 or 0-10) in the survey programs. These results can be filtered and benchmarked

at the top, just like on other pages.

You can toggle the Satisfaction Table from a table view to a line view or a distribution view to

better visualize the results over time.

Table View
The table view shows a line item for each survey question. Results are displayed over time, based on

filter criteria, with aggregated totals and benchmark comparisons.
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Line View
The Line view takes the periodical data from the Table view and visualizes it using a line graph. Select

the type of data that you would like to see from the drop-down menu on the top left.

Distribution View
The Distribution view shows your results by question on a scale from 0 to 100, based on the responses

to the scaled questions in the survey. This view is similar to the Distribution tab that is discussed below.

TRENDS
The Trends tab is similar to the Line view above, but you can change the Question Group in the
filters at the top of the page. It shows you your results over time, based on your filtered date
range.

For example, if you want to view results from this week, the graph will break out the results for
each day of the week. If you select last month, it will graph the results by week, etc.

The timeframe adjusts
automatically based on your

selected time period
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DISTRIBUTION
The Distribution tab displays all scale questions graphically, showing their score ranges. Users
can see the percentage of surveys in each score segment and click on the number to see the
individual responses.

The graphs are color coded (Red = Detractor to Green = Promoter) and the “Total” Column

represents the score calculated from the Calculation Filter.

COMPARE
The Compare tab displays visual benchmarking
that allows users to see score variances relative
to other groups or time periods.

The top section shows the filtered information
which makes up the midline in the graph to the
right, against which each question result is
measured.

PIVOT TABLE
The Pivot Table tab is a highly flexible report
that allows users to tabulate any question score,
using any calculation, based on selected Row
and Column variables. This flexibility allows for
exploration and comparison across many
dimensions very quickly, to find outliers, and
make targeted comparisons
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RANKER
Ranker allows users to rank levels and segments for the PCs they have access to across the
different survey metrics.

RANKER
 Filtering is available based on your available restaurants. You can filter data to one

segment value or filter across a range of segments and values.

 Questions, Benchmarks and Calculations allow users to adjust what they are ranking
by to best suit their nee\d.

 You can adjust the questions being ranked to see how different groups rank based
on a particular question or category.

- Benchmarks: Compare against different time periods or groups

- Calculations: Change the measure being used for the displayed metrics
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HEALTH CHECK
Health check shows a high-level view of survey volume and user engagement with the Program.

SURVEY
Survey volume is grouped by region and by PC, and the display can be toggled as follows:

 View: switch between Table (numbers) and Distribution (graph) view

 Calculation: switch between Count (raw number of surveys) and Percentage (percentage of total

surveys received)
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MOBILE
OVERVIEW

 The app provides powerful dashboards to help every user see the most important

performance metrics

 Users can also read and respond to feedback on-the-go and receive real-time push
notifications when new feedback is received

INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES
 In Responses, users can review the list of recent customer

responses. You can click the response to see the details, including

the customer information, scores, and comments.

 On the left side, the program primary score is shown in the word

bubble with a neutral, promotor or detractor face.

 Responses can also be filtered, sorted, and emailed directly out of

the Medallia Mobile 3 app.
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Scorecards

 You can tap Scorecards from the left side of your device to enable the Scorecards

Screen.

 The filters allow users to choose the information they want to display.

 Choosing a question will show the data related to that question.

 Touching the “Done” text in the top right corner will create the new Scorecard.

Ranker

 Ranker works the same way on mobile as it does on the
desktop application, it just looks a little different.

 You can choose what is being ranked and also choose the
question being ranked from this bar.

 The average score will display in a bold bar across the screen.
This bar will remain at the top or bottom of the screen
depending on how far a user scrolls up or down.

 The sample size is also included in the Ranker tab.

 The top icons can be used to filter the data or return to
another screen
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ADD EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION OPTIONS TO THE GUIDE


